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DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS: FEBRUARY 23 -  Proposals received after the deadline may not be reviewed 
until next semester. 
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1. PROPOSAL TITLE:  
Please be somewhat descriptive, for example, Graduate Probation/Dismissal Proposal  rather than Graduate Proposal. 
 
Minor change in the Health Science Alcohol/Substance Abuse Studies (HLD) Concentration.  
 
 
2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL: 
The current HLS 418/518 Alcohol Use and Abuse course requirement may be met with either HLS 
418/518 or HLS 409/509 Introduction to Psychoactive Substance Use and Abuse for the HLD 
concentration.  For all HLD courses requiring an HLS 418/518 prerequisite, the HLS 409/509 may 
be used as a substitute. 
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Minor change in the Health Science Alcohol/Substance Abuse Studies (HLD) Concentration. 
 
 
Rationale Statement: 
 
  
 
 
 
To allow greater flexibility in student scheduling, the Department wishes to allow students the choice of HLS 409/509 Introduction to 
Psychoactive Substance Use and Abuse or HLS 418/518 Alcohol Use and Abuse to meet requirements.  Both courses provide similar 
content.  This proposal does not modify the HLS 409/509 course content, its objectives, name or any other aspect.  HLS 409/509 
also serves the HLE (professional) program. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
